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Midland Railway 

London Midland & Scottish Railway 
British Railways 

 
D418 25' Fruit & Milk Van 

 
Prototype information 
 
The D418 fruit and milk van was a three compartment van of which 25 were built in 1893 to drawing 970. 
They were numbered 517-41. All were originally oil lit and it may be that some were converted to gas, 
probably between 1892 and 1902, when the 6 wheeled carriage conversions were undertaken. Parts for 
gas lighting are included. It is likely that torpedo ventilators were added at some stage after 1902, two per 
compartment either side of the gas lamps. 
 
It is known that instructions were given in 1904 for handbrakes to be fitted to non-passenger coaching 
stock. Presumably this instruction included fruit and milk vans but no photographic evidence has come to 
light. A handbrake has been provided based on other NPCS vehicles. This requires the removal of parts of 
the steps to give access to the lever. The actual date of fitting if at all is not known. 
 
Eleven vans survived to 1933 but they were extinct by September 1944, with the exception of a 
departmental van, which survived to 1956. 
 

References 

 
Midland Railway Carriages Volume 2, R E Lacy & G Dow p425 
Midland Carriages, D Jenkinson & R Essery, pp159, 169 
 
Assembly 
 
This model requires Mansell pattern 14mm carriage wheels, bearings and paint to complete. 
 
Please read these instructions before starting to build your model. Examine all the parts and familiarise 
yourself with their assembly. Remove any moulding flash or etch attachment points and ensure all parts fit 
correctly. We suggest wet fine emery paper (1200 grit) to clean up flash marks. Carry out a dummy run 
before assembly. Assembly is best carried out using ordinary solder for etched components or low melt 
solder for white metal. An epoxy resin such as Araldite and glues like UHU, Multibond or Thixofix can also 
be used. For small parts use superglue. To obtain the best results a combination of several techniques will 
be needed. 
 
Most sharp bends are given by a half-etched line, which is always on the inside of the bend. Where rivets 
need to be raised these are shown on the back of the part, and should be punched with a blunt scriber on 
a firm surface, taking care not to distort the part. 

This is the suggested order of assembly but there are many ways of assembling this or any other model. 
The part numbers quoted are those etched on the frets. 

The underframe 

This drawing 456 underframe fret also includes parts only used on the earlier drawing 348 underframe for 
the D529 all brake van.  

1) Floor. Raise the rivets on the W-irons and headstock ends and then bend to shape. 
2) Solebar detail, vee hanger side. Raise rivets and fix to the floor. 
3) Solebar detail, other side. Raise rivets and fix to the other side of the floor. 
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4) Headstock detail x2. Raise rivets by coupling hook and fix in place at each end. 
5) Buffer base x4. Fix in place and add buffer bodies (fix the bushes to the bodies first). 
6) Brake block detail, left x4; and 

7) brake block detail, right x4. Fit to parts 8 and 11 on the side with the bend lines. 
8) Brake hangers, fixed axleguard end x2. Fit to the floor, the locating tabs fitting into the slot in the 

centre of the W-irons. 
9) Brake linkage hanger. Fit to the floor between the W-irons with the flap above the floor and located 

lengthwise in the slot. 
10) Pivoted W-irons. Raise rivets and bend to shape. 
11) Brake hangers x2. Fit to pivoted W-irons. 

Pivot part 10 to the floor by folding down the flaps and passing a length of 0.9mm brass wire through 
the matching holes. The brake linkage hanger (9) goes on the inner side of the axle. If your van is to 
be fitted with an external handbrake, cut a 17.25mm length of 0.9mm brass wire to act as a brake 
shaft. Before fixing, thread on parts 12 and 14 as detailed below. 

12) Brake lever and pushrod for standard underframe. Runs along the centre line towards the pivoted 
axleguard end. Lever goes upwards towards the floor from the shaft. Add the pull rod from 0.7mm 
brass wire. Part 12a) is not used. 

13) See below. 
14) Brake cylinder lever. Fix to brake shaft and brake cylinder, which fits under the floor in the marked 

circle. 
15) Not used. 
16) Not used. 
13) and 13a). Handbrake lever and lever stirrup, if required. Bend the stirrup to shape (see sketch), then fix 

to the solebar. Thread the lever through the stirrup, and bend the end of the lever around to form a 
loop. 

17) Lower step supports x2. Raise the rivets on the solebar brackets and bend to shape. 
18) Lower steps x2. These make the steps into double thickness. Bend to shape and fit to (17), then fit 

into place on the van. If the handbrake lever is fitted, the lower step on the vee hanger side must 
have a section about 17mm long cut away to allow the brake to be operated. This section is between 
the centre support and the next to the right. Cut this step into two before fitting. 

19) Brake block connecting bars (short) x2. Fit according to the brake rigging sketch. 
20) Brake block connecting bars (long) x2. Fit temporarily according to the brake rigging sketch - they 

must be removable to allow wheel fitting. 
21) Gas cylinder brackets x2, if required. Fit into locating slots either side of the floor. Do not fit the 

cylinders yet. 
22) Safety loop for pushrod. 
22a) Safety loop for lower pull rod. 
23) Safety loop for (20), fixed axleguard end. 
24) Safety loop for (20), pivoted axleguard end. 
25) Coupling hooks x4. Use two layers to each hook for strength. 
26) Coupling upper link x2. 
27) Coupling centre section x2. 
28) Coupling tommy bar x2. Pivots through the small hole in (27). 
29) Coupling lower link x2. 
30) Side chain eyes x4. Fit into holes in the headstock if required; they were removed in 1896. 
31) Side chain hooks x4. Connect to (30), five links of chain per hook. 
 
Parts 32-33 are on the body fret. 
 
32) Upper step, lower layer x2. Raise rivets on the brackets and bend to shape. 
33) Upper steps, upper layer x2. Fix to (32), then fit this assembly to (17) so the upper step is level with 

the lower edge of the solebar. 
34)-37) Not present in this kit. 
 
If you fitted the gas cylinder brackets, now fit the gas cylinder castings in place. 
 
Now fit the axle bearing cups and wheels. Carefully lift (20) out of the way and spring the wheels into 
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place. Fit the spring/axlebox castings. At the fixed axleguard end, trim any excess length at the outer end 
so that the casting fits within the headstock when centred on the W-iron.  
 
You can now paint the underframe. 

The body 

 
38) Side, inner layer x2. Bend to shape, curving the tumblehome to match the shape of the ends. 
39) Side outer layer x2. First curve the tumblehome as on (38), then pass the door hinges of (38) through 

the etched holes on (39) to locate. It is normally sufficient to fix from the inside at the hinges and 
around the edges. 

40) Step end. Form the end tumblehome to match the side profile. 
40a) Step end inner layer. Form the end tumblehome to match the side profile. 
41) End steps x7 (only 5 used). Fit the end steps from the rear of (40a). 
42) End lamp irons x4. Fit two from the rear of (40a) but do not bend to final shape until you have fitted 

(40) over the step and lamp irons to provide accurate location. 
43) Plain end. Form the end tumblehome to match the side profile. 
43a) Plain end inner layer. Form the end tumblehome to match the side profile. Fit end two lamp irons (42) 

from the rear then overlay (43) over the lamp irons to ensure an accurate fit. Bend up the lamp irons. 
Assemble the body, ensuring right-angled corners. Fit handrails formed from the supplied 0.45mm 
brass wire into the pre-etched holes (you will need to open these out slightly). 

44), 45), 47) Fitted after painting. 
46), 48), 49) Not present in this kit. 
50) Corner lamp irons x4. Raise rivets, bend as shown on the sketch and fit as shown on the end view. 
51), 52) Not used. 

You may now wish to fit the brass roof in place, having formed it and detailed it with the castings (3 oil 
lamps and rests, or 3 gas lamps, with or without 6 torpedo ventilators) and two wire handrails at the step 
end. To secure the body to the underframe, you could fit a captive nut to a scrap piece of brass and solder 
this in place between the body sides, and drill a hole in the floor for a matching bolt. Alternatively, the body 
can be glued to the floor after final detailing using the tabs on the body sides and the slots in the floor. As 
viewed from the vee hanger side of the underframe the step end is on the left. 

The body can now be painted. 

Livery details 

Body sides and ends, crimson lake; mouldings, black with gold lining on edges, yellow from about 1900, no 
lining at the extreme edges, no lining on the end mouldings. Droplight frames were probably mahogany 
when new. Solebars, headstocks and buffer bodies crimson lake lined in gold or yellow until about 1902 
then unlined red-brown until 1912, then finally black. Wheel centres Indian red. All other fittings below the 
solebars, black. Roof and fittings, light grey. 
 
Lettering and insignia, see diagram for placing. We have no information at present regarding LMS insignia 
on these vehicles, but the probability is that LMS in 3” letters and the number in 3” serif figures would have 
appeared in the waist panels, the LMS towards the left and the number towards the right. 
 
Numbers 
 
MR  LMS 1923  LMS 1933  
517-541 1680-1704  38404-38414 

Final detailing after painting/lining and fixing transfers 
 
44) Ring door handles x10. Used when first built, but probably changed by 1922 to the more common T 

pattern. Fit six, using the left hand etched holes. 
45) T door handles x8. The later type; fit six, using the left hand etched holes. 
47) Lever handles x6. Used on the right hand door of each door pair when T handles were fitted. 
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Fit the buffer heads and their springs, bending over the buffer tails to retain them. Add a pre-painted 
vacuum pipe to each end, with the tail going under the headstock. Add steam pipes, if required. 

For further help or information please email: andrew@modelsignals.com 
 
Wizard Models 
 
Wizard Models stocks a wide range of items for the 4mm scale modeller. 
 
Wizard Models Limited 
PO Box 70 
Barton upon Humber 
DN18 5XY 
Tel: 01652 635885 
 
www.wizardmodels.ltd     
 
Version: 4.00  Issued: June 2022    © Wizard Models Limited 2022 

 

Brake rigging (not to scale) 
 

 

Position of MR insignia 
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Lamp irons – ignore parts 51 and 52. 
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